
We study the combination of ensembles

and sparse conditional models. They are 

complementary, providing strong 

predictive performance and uncertainty 

calibration. We propose a new algorithm

with the best of both worlds. 
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Sparse MoEs vs Ensembles Summary

Predictions Combinations Conditional Computation Cost
Sparse MoEs Single Activation level Yes, adaptively per-input ≈ dense
Ensembles Multiple Prediction level No, Static > dense

E3 Multiple Activation & prediction level Yes, adaptively per-input ≈ dense
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Figure 1: End-to-end overview of e3 with E =6 experts, partitioned into M =2 groups, with sparsity of K =2,
and a “last-2” configuration. Top: e3 contains a sequence of transformer blocks, followed by alternating
transformer and p(artitioned)-MoE blocks. As in ViT, images are split into patches whose embeddings are
processed by each block. Here, we show 1 embedding for each of three images ( , , ). Bottom left:
In a p-MoE block, we replace the transformer block’s MLP with parallel partitioned expert MLPs, see (2).
The e�ect of the routing weights is not depicted. Embeddings are tiled ( ) in the first p-MoE block only.
Bottom right: The classifier averages predictions from the final tiled representations ( ).

deep learning, e.g., for calibrated and robust predictions (Ovadia et al., 2019). Among the existing approaches,
ensembles of NNs have remarkable performance for calibration and accuracy under dataset shifts (Ovadia
et al., 2019). These methods improve reliability by aggregating the predictions of individual submodels,
referred to as ensemble members. However, this improvement comes at a significant computational cost.
Hence, naively ensembling NNs that continue to grow in size becomes less and less feasible. In this work,
we try to overcome this limitation. Our core motivation is to improve the robustness and uncertainty esti-
mates of large-scale fine-tuned models through ensembling, but to do so in a tractable—and thus practically
useful—manner, by carefully developing a hybrid approach using advances in sparse MoEs.

While sharing conceptual similarities, these two classes of models—MoEs and ensembles—have di�erent
properties. Sparse MoEs adaptively combine their experts depending on the inputs, and the combination
generally happens at internal activation levels. Ensembles typically combine several models in a static way
and at the prediction level. Moreover, these two classes of models tend to be benchmarked on di�erent
tasks: few-shot classification for MoEs (Riquelme et al., 2021) and uncertainty-related evaluation for ensem-
bles (Ovadia et al., 2019; Gustafsson et al., 2020). For example, sparse MoEs are seldom, if ever, applied to
the problems of calibration.

Here, we study the interplay between sparse MoEs and ensembles. This results in two sets of contributions:

Contribution 1: Complementarity of sparse MoEs and ensembles. We show that sparse MoEs and
ensembles have complementary features and benefit from each other. Specifically:

• The adaptive computation in sparse MoEs and the static combination in ensembles are orthogonal,
with additive benefits when associated together. At the intersection of these two model families
is an exciting trade-o� between performance and compute (FLOPs). That is, the frontier can be
mapped out by varying the ensemble size and the sparsity of MoEs.

• Over tasks where either sparse MoEs or ensembles are known to perform well, naive—and computa-
tionally expensive—ensembles of MoEs provide the best predictive performance. Our benchmarking
e�ort includes the first evaluation of sparse MoEs on uncertainty-related vision tasks, which builds
upon the work of Riquelme et al. (2021).

Contribution 2: E�cient ensemble of experts. We propose E�cient Ensemble of Experts (e3), see
Figure 1, an e�cient ensemble approach tailored to sparse MoEs:
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